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Abstract. Reconstruction of historical spatial relationships is still a topical issue in histor-
ical geography. In this respect, the Church history has not been well explored. The parish
administration in the Czech lands is evolving since the advent of Christianity in 863, and a
number of reforms have passed over the centuries. Significant changes in the administration
also underwent during recatholisation of the Czech lands in the 17th and 18th century. From
this Baroque era, there are written sources which have been preserved, so they can be uti-
lized to reconstruct historical Church administration in the form of web mapping application.
The paper briefly introduces methods which were used to build a spatial database filled with
historical data. However, the main outcome of this paper is to describe the creation of the
web mapping application that provides visualisation of this data. Discussed are topics like
cartographic project, choice of map symbols, data generalization for different levels of detail
and placement of annotations. Display of cartographic data were performed using the ArcGIS
platform, through a combination of map tiles and feature services that are bundled into the
application template created in Web AppBuilder.
Keywords: church administration; historical GIS; early modern period; web map; carto-
graphic design.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, spatial data processing and creation of map outputs by applying geographic in-
formation systems (GIS) are conventional practice in many fields. Yet, there can be still
found topics which has not been processed by this means. One of them was also a spatial
reconstruction of the historical state of the Czech lands parish network in 1715. The need
to devote time to Church administration in the 18th century became apparent during the
preparation of the Academic Atlas of Czech History [23]. This topic was developed within
the author’s thesis [21]. The main outcome of the research is a web mapping application
presenting collected data – in more detail discussed in the following text. Anyone interested
can view application on website [5]. Moreover, the site contains other useful materials, such
as texts about history of Church administration and religious communities in the Czech lands,
specialized dictionary of religious terms, map application help, FAQs, downloads and so on.
General public may use website to ease genealogical search for ancestors.
2. Reconstruction of Historical Church Administration
Church administration, as a spatial phenomenon, can be considered as an analogy to public
administration (i.e. administrative divisions). But, instead of a state which is composed from
counties, districts, municipalities and settlements at Church administration of early modern
period, ecclesiastical provinces, archdioceses, vicariates/deaneries, parishes and settlements
can be distinguished. For reference year 1715, which was chosen with regard to the available
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written sources, it was crucial to compile lists of settlements sorted by individual parishes,
and reconstruct boundaries of these settlements, from which parishes and other Church units
consists. Each Church administrative unit has also its main residence (seat of parson, vicar,
bishop etc.).
The tasks of cooperating historians, especially Dr. Bobková-Valentová, were to study written
sources with informations about historical Church administration and to prepare relevant
data into a form suitable for GIS processing. The key sources for Bohemia were catalogues
of benefices for Prague archdiocese and parish registers [1]. Thematic literature, younger
catalogues of benefices 1734–1806 [24] and clerical questionnaires were also used.
There is no suitable cartographic work from the early 18th century depicting boundaries with
proper precision for the Czech lands as a whole. So, the historical boundaries were obtained
from younger cartographic sources. Current boundaries of cadastre units were chosen as the
first approximation. These data were provided by Department of Geomatics CTU in Prague
and they originate from Czech Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre [25]. The current
cadastre units were retroactively adjusted to the form in mid 19th century according to
outline maps of the Stable cadastre units [26, 27]. Territorial districts obtained this way were
further verified by Müller’s map of Bohemia from 1720, First Military Survey from the years
1763–1783, Second Military Survey from the years 1836–1852 and some literature devoted to
the history of settlement in the Czech lands [12, 16, 17]. This process led to the separation of
settlements established between 1715 (reference year) and mid 19th century (time of Stable
cadastre).
From the collected data, a spatial database of Church administration was compiled using
ArcGIS software. Two basic classes of spatial data were created – the first one to store
polygons of settlements, which make up parishes as the lowest level of Church administration,
and the second one as a point class designed for residencies of Church authorities. Territories
(i.e. polygons classes) of parishes, vicariates and dioceses were derived from the base polygon
class by applying aggregation functions of GIS. Reference scale of spatial data precision was
set at 1:200,000.
Nearly 6,000 settlements, covering about a third of the historical territory of Bohemia, have
been processed yet. Parish network is fully compiled for Diocese of Litoměřice and partially
for Prague archdiocese. Reconstruction for Diocese of Hradec Králové and Olomouc have not
begun yet. The reason for this state is very difficult written data sources collection, which
takes a lot of exploratory time.
As an example of similar study about historical boundaries of Czech lands, project [10] of
Charles University in Prague, project [7] of Masaryk University in Brno or contributions [2,
4] can be mentioned. More information on the procedures used in compiling spatial database
of Church administration can be found in the separate paper [22].
3. Cartographic Project
The extent and detail of the Church spatial database encouraged to present data in the form
of an interactive map on the Internet [6]. Since the initial consideration of the topic, a web
mapping application have been intended as the main output. Classic analogue map would
be too restrictive for the issue. Online technologies are undergoing rapid development. They
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Figure 1: Current state of reconstruction of historical parish network in the Czech lands.
bring new perspectives and they can attractively represent spatial themes to the general
public. So, at the beginning of elaboration, the following cartographic project according [28]
was compiled.
Mapping application is targeting at professionals and trained laymen who have got a basic
knowledge of Church administration in the early modern period. However, other user should
be able to use map also after a minor study. Computer screen or tablet, from which the
reader gains information by longer, not just a quick observation, was chosen as the output
map medium. The platform ArcGIS, respectively ArcGIS Online, of the American company
Esri was selected for the realization.
An advantage of internet data presentation is the ability to bind spatial data with different
scales and related information detail into the one output. But for web maps, it is necessary
to distinguish following types of scales – a reference scale of data, a reference scale of map
layers and a reference scale of final map output. Last one is affected by chosen technology,
medium and end-user screen resolution.
Reference scale for the data was determined by the source geodatabase and it is approximately
1:200,000. Reference scale of map layers (i.e. reference scale in ArcMap) affects size of point
map symbols, line thickness and size of annotations. For web map, there is basically no
difference whether to set reference scale larger and map symbols smaller, or smaller reference
scale and larger map symbols. More important is to define map layers (levels, or in fact
separate maps in classic point of view) and their contents.
Four map layers were designed as follows:
1. A small scale map showing dioceses of the Czech lands, which is drawn entirely on
common widescreen monitor.
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2. A small scale map with vicariates and deaneries, which corresponds to a regional map.
3. A medium scale map where are captured territories of parishes, which matches with
district map.
4. A large scale map presenting individual settlements.
The scale of map output (without considering pixel density of an output device) is related
to chosen access technology for web maps. The Web Mercator map projection is today’s de
facto standard for Internet maps. This projection has got established scaling series denoted
by the term Levels of Detail. Due to the facts that most of the mapping services are currently
handled in this projection and that from a technological perspective it is very convenient
when different map sources use the same cartographic projection, the Web Mercator was also
chosen for web application of Church administration as a default projection. But only at
levels 7–14 (scales 1:4,622,324 to 1:36,112), which roughly respect four proposed map layers
described above.
The contents of all four thematic maps is consisting of administrative theme in the form of
discrete qualitative area symbols, qualitative line symbols for ecclesiastical boundaries and
qualitative point symbols representing residencies of Church authorities and later formed
settlements. Topographical basemap is provided by a mashup of current and old maps, which
are rendered via Web Map Services. The map key design was based on the theory of map
language [15] and its creation is discussed in the articles [18, 20, 19].
For the preparation of map layers and cartographic processing, the program ArcMap was
selected. This software works well with ArcGIS Online. Map application intended to an
end user is based on a combination of raster data (map tiles) and interactive vector data.
Application thin client interface design came out of ready-made templates.
4. Data Generalization
The requirement of four map outputs with different degree of detail necessarily led to the
need for cartographic data generalization. Generalization is done either by simplifying map
elements and phenomena, by choosing what to express or not, or by cartographic harmoniza-
tion of map elements [11]. Two levels of detail in Web Mercator projection were associated
with each of the four map layers – see Figure 2.
It have been found that the reference data scale 1:200,000 is satisfactory for the fourth and
the most detailed map layer. However, data for the 3rd, 2nd and 1st map layer had to be
generalized. Generalization of point features (Church residencies and later established settle-
ments) was simple operation. It had been achieved by census choice of map elements, i.e. by
a selection based on qualitative classification. As a census choice condition, the significance
of settlement was selected. All point features have been preserved at levels 14 and 13. The
layer of later established settlements is omitted at level 12. Centres of parishes and lower
auxiliary offices are not displayed in the 11th and 10th level. And finally, levels 9–7 depicts
only signs for seats of archdioceses and dioceses.
Polygon classes of settlements, parishes, vicariates and dioceses and line class of boundaries
were generalized by combination of simplifying shapes and qualitative selection of map ele-
ments. The most detailed 4th map layer (levels 14 and 13) remained unchanged. The third
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map layer (levels 12 and 11) was generalized by census choice, so there are no longer displayed
settlements boundaries.
For the second map layer, shapes of vicariates and boundaries were simplified. Boundary
class was also diluted by census choice method. The generalization in ArcMap was achieved
via Simplify Line tool with parameter Bend Simplify. Classes for the levels 10 and 9 were
created by this tool and to these classes, reference data scale 1:750,000 was assigned.
The least comprehensive map layer (levels 8 and 7) was created in a similar way as the
second. Shape simplification was achieved by Simplify Line tool using original data of dioceses
boundaries. The entire generalization procedure is summarized in the Figure 2.
Figure 2: Parameters of map layers and data generalization summary.
5. Cartographic Visualisation
Thematic layers have got their source in polygon, line and point classes of the Church admin-
istration geodatabase. For the web map, these layers were further processed to a combination
of raster map tiles and vector feature services.
Point map signs for residencies of Church authorities were assigned according to the Church
symbol container, described in the article [19]. Visual variable colour was used to emphasize
higher map sign quality of archbishopric, bishopric, district vicarage in Bohemia and deanery
in Moravia and Silesia. So, archbishopric and bishopric have got a red fill and signs for district
vicarage and deanery have got an orange fill. Furthermore, map symbols were divided into
two size groups respecting ecclesiastical structures. Clergy houses and lower auxiliary offices
have got a slightly smaller signs than other residencies. Map symbols for residencies with
only honourable meaning and for parish level use white fillings.
In the case that there was an overlap in Church functions, i.e. one clergyman held role of
district vicar and also led its own parish (and could have the title of rector, dean, archdeacon,
etc.), a composite map symbol was selected to illustrate this state. Solution in the form of
doubling the sign at the data level (i.e. there would be two point features in the database)
was not used, because each of the four map layers of the web application has got a different
scale. There would be either collision of point map symbols (at small scale), or they would
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be too remote (at large scales). Moreover, interactivity for all point signs was intended.
This condition excluded solution in the form of signs displacement provided by ArcMap
cartographic representations, which would be reflected in the raster tiles layers.
Simple circle shape signs were set up for the point class storing later founded settlements.
Their colour fill was derived from the century of settlement establishment.
Absence of water features in the thematic map substantially simplified representation of ec-
clesiastical boundaries. According to quality, three colours and three line thickness belongs
to the three boundary levels which are diocesan, vicariant and parochial. Visual parame-
ter structure is then utilized to distinguish already reconstructed boundaries and probable
boundaries that are not entirely clear yet.
Figure 3: The legend for Church administration of the Czech lands in 1715 used for the web
map.
Qualitative areal signs were assigned to polygonal classes of dioceses, vicariates and parishes
according to the conventions used for political and administrative maps. The four colour
theorem (e.g. [14, p. 143]) shows that each planar political map might be coloured through
four or more colours, so no two adjacent regions have got the same colour. In the case of
two administrative levels (such as provinces and municipalities), several colour tones (named
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colours) are usually selected for a higher level. Changes in saturation of these colours are then
used for a lower level. However, a minimum of 64 (43) colours is required for three levels of
Church administration. Given number faces the limits of the human eye to clearly distinguish
so many colours within a single map. Therefore, four similar colour tones were selected for
every diocese in the Czech lands: red-purple, green, blue, and brown-yellow. One of the four
colours from diocesan group is allocated to vicariates (Bohemia) or deaneries (Moravia and
Silesia). Five colour saturation is then used for parishes within single vicarage or deanery.
Additional colours were chosen for the territories of Czechia, which fell in 1715 under foreign
dioceses. To colour determination in the RGB model, the portal Sequential color schemes
generator [3] helped a lot.
Figure 4: Colours for areal symbols of parishes.
6. Annotations
It was also important to place annotations in all map layers. As indicated above, the web
mapping application of Church administration consists of map tiles and feature services. The
second said imaging method is used to represent point classes. Therefore, annotations for
Church residencies and later established settlements are generated dynamically – they vary
depending on displayed map scale. Annotations are firmly placed next to point map signs to
which they belong. They occupy second or third hour position on an imaginary clock.
Conversely, areal annotations are carried out using prepared annotation classes in ArcMap,
which are reflected in the map tiles. Computer font Corbel was selected for annotation classes.
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Mainly because this font has got good readability on computer screen [13, p. 55]. There is
added asterisk at some settlement annotations at the 4th map layer. This alerts map reader
that supplementary note is registered for the locality.
Fixed annotation placing for areas was held in an iterative manner. So, none of them collide
with dynamic annotation of point classes. This applies to every level of detail.
7. The Layer Existence of Settlements in 1720
A thematic layer showing the existence of settlements in the Müller’s map of Bohemia was
also prepared for levels 14–11. It is based on auxiliary attribute registered in the polygon
class representing settlements and uses some results of previous research with vector model
of Müller’s maps [9, 8]. The settlements displayed in the old Müller’s map are represented by
a green area map symbol in the new thematic layer. The settlements, which are not in the
Müller’s map, but known from written sources, have got a blue colour. Finally, the settle-
ments, which were not proved younger or older origins, are marked in red colour. The current
names of settlements together with names from Müller’s map are used as annotations of this
thematic layer – see Figure 5. The purpose of the entire map layer is to give readers additional
information about the historical settlements situation. Red localities indicate an uncertainty
in the existence of settlements. And so there is uncertainty about Church administration as
well.
8. Maps in ArcGIS Online
ArcGIS Online technology offers a relative easy way to share spatial data on the Internet. It
is enough to just have got an account to service and be able to control simple tools. Physical
data storage and sharing technologies ensures cloud solution of ArcGIS Online. So, there is
no need of having own hardware and software for map server.
The entire ArcGIS platform is constantly evolving and it is subject of improvements and
changes. The current state what ArcGIS Online can do is good to draw directly from product
pages1, respectively from Help2. It is important for the web mapping application of Church
administration that data and map compositions from the fat client ArcMap can be easily
transferred into ArcGIS Online. This process consists of the following steps.
1. Oﬄine data (maps) preparation in the form of
• Polygon, line and point classes for sharing through interactive (vector) feature
services
• Map tiles
2. Uploading data to ArcGIS Online and their publishing that allows further work with
data and their sharing
3. Creating a web map, which consists of map layers (feature services, map tiles, external
Web Map Services), i.e. creating a map mashup. This step involves also choosing a map
1http://www.arcgis.com/home/
2http://doc.arcgis.com/en/arcgis-online/
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Figure 5: Detail of the auxiliary layer of the web mapping application which shows settlements
represented in the Müller’s map of Bohemia.
key for feature services, setting pop-up windows, scale intervals for layers visibility, etc.
(See below)
4. Wrapping the web map into a web mapping application, which is an end-user interface
containing map layers and additional tools for operating the map (such as search, scale
bar, list of layers, legend, etc.)
5. Filling meta data and setting application sharing, possibly launching application on
own web server
9. Map Tiles
The first step has been almost entirely described in the section Cartographic Visualisation. It
remains only to clarify the process leading to creation of map tiles. Each of the map layers was
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prepared in a separate MXD file. This is true for the thematic layer existence of settlements
in the Müller’s map as well. In these map compositions, it was important to set correct
transformation from S-JTSK system, in which the source data are stored, to Web Mercator
projection (S_JTSK_To_WGS_1984_1). The reason was the right localization of map tiles. The
production of tiles was then conducted by reusing tool Manage Tile Cache on to individual
MXD files. The area where the tiles were generated was limited by auxiliary rectangle, which
bounds Czechia. Other settings states Figure 6.
Figure 6: Manage Tile Cache tool settings which generates map tiles.
Subsequently, the four sets of map tiles were merged into one set using tool Import Tile Cache.
Tile package file (TPK), suitable for sharing on ArcGIS Online, came from the tool Export
Tile Cache. Map tiles generating was performed repeatedly with respect to various bugs fixes
and general enhancements of map layers.
10. Feature Services
For feature services, a derived subsidiary file geodatabase became the data source. This
geodatabase consists of the three point classes for residencies of Church authorities (diocesan,
middle and parochial level), the point class for later established settlements and the polygon
class for settlements territories. All classes contain only attribute columns that are necessary
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for the web map, or better said to the end user. So, auxiliary working attributes are omitted.
Initially, it was planned to use shapefile for feature services, but this file format is limited by
the maximum length of text string, which is 245 ASCII characters. This would not be enough
for some notes that exceed this value.
11. Web Map
After data upload to ArcGIS Online, the web map assembly step followed. The Base Map of
the Czech Republic was chosen as a basemap layer. This set of maps is provided by Czech
Office for Surveying, Mapping and Cadastre in form of Web Map Service3. The main task
of the basemap is to support orientation within Czechia. The basemap also replaces missing
topography in the thematic map layers.
Raster equivalents of map signs in PNG were assigned to point feature services. Furthermore,
the census choice method was applied by setting visibility of point map sings according to
web map scale. The appearance of pop-up window was also configured.
Map tiles with territories of settlements, parishes, vicariates and dioceses were added as a layer
named Church Administration in 1715 (Církevní správa v roce 1715 ). Unfortunately, raster
tile layers in ArcGIS Online are restricted in functionality. They can not be searched, nor their
attribute table can be viewed. Such informations are lost by conversion to raster form, and
thus these informations have to be derived and supplied from the original vector data again.
So, a polygon class of settlements territories (and their attributes) was also published within
the subsidiary file geodatabase. The polygon class was simplified via Simplify Polygon tool
(Bend Simplify, 100 m) in order to reduce computing claims of the web mapping application.
Currently, ArcGIS Online allows to connect a supporting polygon class towards raster tile
layer for the purpose of making pop-ups and geographic search. So, even a raster tile layer
can be arranged to be interactive. However, it is not yet possible for the end user to access
the attribute table of supporting polygon class. This fact limited planed functionality of the
web map. But, it was bypassed by lowering simplicity and rationality in control of the final
application. Therefore, there is added layer called Table of Church Administration in 1715
(Tabulka církevní správy v roce 1715 ) over the tile layer. This is the described polygon class
of settlements areas, which are not represented by any map sing and they are not visible in
the map window. However, the user has got an option to access the attribute table. At the
same time, this layer is set to geographic search and also serves as a data source for pop-ups.
Here are some of the tips that would benefit ArcGIS Online in the future – support of access
to the attribute table of auxiliary vector layer connected to raster tile layer; the possibility
of bringing multiple layers into one, where details would remain hidden for end user; or the
ability to view only designer-selected layers at web map, i.e. there would be all layers in the
map window but service layers would be hidden in the list of layers, so they would not confuse
the user.
Several other inactive map layers that users can turn on to their needs have been added to the
3http://ags.cuzk.cz/arcgis/rest/services/zmwm/MapServer
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composition – Müller’s map of Bohemia4, First Military Survey5, Second Military Survey6,
the layer existence of settlements in the Müller’s map and topographic map of the world by
Esri. All these layers are designed to promote the acquisition of historical knowledge using
maps confrontation.
12. Web Mapping Application
In the next stage, the layout of map layers, i.e. the web map, was encapsulated into a web
mapping application. ArcGIS Online provides two ways how to do it. Map maker can
either choose an application template or build the application via frequently-used function
blocks called widgets in Web AppBuilder. The second method offers greater control over the
appearance, settings and functionality of a web mapping application, so it was chosen for
Church administration.
There are several ready-to-use visual and compositional themes in Web AppBuilder. Af-
ter some experimenting, style named Foldable Theme was selected which has showed as the
most appropriate for the application of Church administration. Following widgets were se-
lected from offered functional blocks: Layer List, Attribute Table, Print, Search, Zoom Slider,
Measurement, Home, Scalebar, Coordinate and Overview Map.
Comparison of contents of the each map layer is provided by several methods in the appli-
cation of Church administration. First method is to switch on/off layers in the list of layers.
Another way is to control their transparency in the same panel and last one is use Swipe
tool. Basic informations about the entire web mapping application are summarized in the
widget About, which is also used for the Help and Legend panels. Web AppBuilder offers
special widget Legend for the list of map symbols, but it is not utilized because it fails to fully
grant cartographic principles of legend composition. It also displays map signs explanation
only for feature services, but not for map tiles. However, there is a drawback in using widget
About instead of widget Legend. Legend widget has got a helpful property which is the scale
dependency of visible map signs.
As the last step of the web mapping application preparation, sharing to everyone was set up
to all necessary elements. Also, meta data was filled and the entire application was uploaded
and put into operation in the portal Church Maps [5].
The application have been designed for non-GIS users. Therefore, download of raw spatial
data is not implemented in the application itself. But anyone familiar with ArcGIS can find
data through search tool at ArcGIS Online site. Or data can be asked via portal Church
Maps also.
Comments of first users, i.e. historians and cartographers, has proved as a very valuable.
Their inputs led to modification of map data, to improve functionality and clarity of the
application as well as for writing help and FAQ for the application, which are published on
the website. The resulting state after modifications is described in the preceding paragraphs.
4http://gis.fsv.cvut.cz/arcgis/rest/services/Muller_maps/Muller_Cechy_r/MapServer
5http://gis.fsv.cvut.cz/arcgis/rest/services/1vm/1vm/MapServer
6http://geoportal.gov.cz/arcgis/rest/services/CENIA/cenia_rt_II_vojenske_mapovani/MapServer
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Figure 7: Web mapping application environment with pop-up window describing attributes
about settlement Bubovice. At the upper left corner, there are base tools for scale change
and search. Other controllers are at right corner, such as opened window for map layers.
13. Conclusion
The research of Church administration in the early modern period can be continued. The
first step may be to complete unprocessed localities of the Czech lands for the year 1715.
The second step could be to extend the data of another historical levels, due to which a time
GIS would arise. The collected data also carry enormous potential in terms of evaluating
spatial relationships. Proper analysis can bring new insights and lead to changes in historical
paradigms.
Processing of ecclesiastical issues into web mapping application has made this theme available
to the general public in an attractive and modern form. ArcGIS Online has proved to be a
good option that quickly and user-friendly presents the collected spatial data. Despite the
minor flaws of platform tools, it is pleasing that ArcGIS Online is still evolving and improving.
If spatial data are prepared, creation of a robust web mapping application with variable set
of tools is a matter of hours or a few days. But there is one pitfall. ArcGIS Online is
a proprietary and commercial platform, so sustainability of applications depends on yearly
subscription. More laborious but independent could be to develop web mapping application
using non-commercial software (e.g. Leaflet) on own server. If there will be some tight
academic budget in the future, which will cause unavailability of the presented application,
the migration of data to another platform should be considered.
To build a great application, it is necessary to continually pay attention to the proven car-
tographic rules for map composition, data generalization, choice of map signs and ensure an
appropriate amount of communicated informations. Cartographer should not be temped by
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Figure 8: Another screen shot of web mapping application showing how to view attribute
data – via pop-up window or via attribute table.
abundance of tools, widgets, templates, or predefined map symbols. Their choice should be
conducted on the basis of careful thoughts on the purposes and aims of his or her work. It is
worth to keep good design principles like “less is more” and “do not make me think”. Impor-
tant is also communication with developers of GIS software, thanks to which a cartographer-
user can have an opportunity to influence cartographic tools and procedures within GIS
software.
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